GLOBAL TESTING & CERTIFICATION FOR THE PACKAGING INDUSTRY

INCREASE YOUR PROFITABILITY AND EXTEND YOUR GLOBAL FOOTPRINT

Needs for the packaging industry run the gamut - from electrical safety for equipment and controls, to material and chemicals testing, to compliance with North American and global Standards and regulations.

Intertek is a comprehensive solutions provider, with more than 37,000 experts in over 1,000 labs & offices in 100+ locations around the world to serve you.

- Achieve Listing & Recognition to UL/ANSI, CSA and NFPA Standards
- Access global markets via EN, CE, IEC, IEEE and related services
- Remove barriers through field evaluation and labeling

Comprehensive Global Solutions
Equipment & Controls testing & compliance to industry Standards and regulations.

Programs include:
- UL 508A
- NFPA 79
- EN 60204
- SPE-1000
- CE Marking
  - Machinery Directive / Risk Assessment
  - Low Voltage Directive
  - Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS)
- EMC (Electromagnetic Compatibility) testing
- Environmental & Durability testing
- Registration, Evaluation, Authorization & restriction of CHemicals (REACH)

Equipment & Controls Services:  
- Electrical safety
- Panel Builder Program
- Field Labeling
- Limited Production Certification (LPC)
- Performance verification & benchmarking
- Gas safety
- Hazardous areas testing, certification & inspection
- Training

Packaging Testing Services:
- Analytical services
- Physical testing
- Performance testing
- Food safety approval (mitigation testing)
- Research & Development support
- Quality testing to comply with vendor standards
- North American & international regulatory compliance
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